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Guideline on Basic Market Price (BMP) Service 
 
 
1. Basic Market Price (BMP) is comprised of the following data content: open price, 

today’s high/low prices, close price, the latest price, one level bid/offer price, 
transaction volume & transaction value of all listed equities, bonds, funds and 
warrants listed on SZSE.  

 
2. Data vendors may access and use the Basic Market Price and distribute the Basic 

Market Price to Subscribers according to Permitted Purpose in Appendix I of the 
license agreement, provided that it pays all applicable License Fees.  

 
3. For the avoidance of doubt, the data vendor is charged on the basis of a monthly 

flat fee for the provision of Basic Market Price Service on all of its own service 
platforms (such as website, internet PC or terminals, mobile applications etc.) 
which include the service platforms of its Affiliates.  

 
4. Data vendors are obliged to comply with the following requirements during the 

provision of Basic Market Price Service. 
 

1) The data content shall be strictly limited to the definition of BMP hereunder  
in the previous clause, and shall not include any market depth data.  
 
2) No login is required for data users accessing the Basic Market Price, and no 
requirement for record of number of users either. Data vendors shall make a 
monthly flat fee to SSIC according to the executed Fee Schedule.  
 
3) For the data vendor’s BMP Service provided on websites, any search or 
inquiry box or command leading to the request for real-time BMP shall be placed 
within the data vendor’s own website. The data vendor shall ensure that BMP 
result page can only be generated by user activation of the search or inquiry box. 
Direct access to specific BMP result page via bookmarks or other hyperlinks 
outside the data vendor’s website should be prevented on a best endeavour basis.  
 
4) Hyperlink of other websites to the data vendor’s own website with the BMP 
service is allowed. However, other websites could only hyperlink to the Home 
Page of the data vendor’s BMP service and are not allowed to directly hyperlink 



to a web page of the data vendor with real time BMP. The command on making 
the request for real-time BMP of individual securities, including entering the 
stock code, should be within the data vendor’s website.  
 
5) Data vendors are required to make an advisory to the investors that the BMP 
only provides basic market information for reference purposes and the investors 
should consider if they would need more detailed information for reference or to 
facilitate their investment decision. 
 
 

Data vendors are required to sign an Appendix attached to the existing market 
data license agreement as per this Guideline. 
 
SSIC reserves the right to change any information as above at any time upon prior 
written notice.  

 
 
 


